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In London, 1729, before they had police, they had you: thief-takers, hunting criminals for cash! Fire a flintlock and sip gin in
the age of powdered wigs. Will you grow ric 5d3b920ae0
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Overall I liked the game, but there were parts that needed a bit more work. I couldn't find any real romance options or even a
character that you could romance, and it was a lot shorter than I expected. It is a new idea and I would play a sequal if it is
released.. I actually really enjoyed this story. I will say though that the ending seemed very rushed. It does have some decent
replay value though. I'd give this a 7/10.. One of the best COG games I've had the pleasure to play this year. The replayability
value is pretty high, too, as different choices end up producing a meaningfully different character arc for your thief-taker. The
use of period slang is a very nice touch and well-executed! Definitely recommended, especially if you enjoy COG's other
output.. This is the second Choice of Games title I played after A Study in Steampunk. Because of how much I loved that
previous game, and because of the interesting premise for this one, I was really excited to try this. But I'm joining the "this is a
big, boring letdown" club.". I was very surprised when the game suddenly ended, because it felt so abrupt. There isn't much to
say about it: there is no coherent story, there are no interesting characters, there are very few situations when you really have to
consider every option. Maybe it was my bad luck, but I could hardly make anyone fall in love with my character (despite all my
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effort). The original idea of the game sounds fresh and promising, but in the end it looks like a wasted opportunity.
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